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References:

Formation


Late Wisconsinan Glacial History: https://pubs.usgs.gov/bul/1652/report.pdf


Anishinaabek - Ottawa/Chippewa

Anishinaabemowin (Anishinaabe language)- These are resources for language. Although it says Ojibwe, the dialects are similar. I’ve only found one Odawa dictionary written by an Odawa Chief.

1. A Dictionary of the Ojibway language by Frederick Baraga
2. https://ojibwe.lib.umn.edu/ Online language dictionary

Spiritual life- these books provide insight into our worldview on spiritual and cultural beliefs

1. The Mishomis Book by Edward Benton-Banai
2. God is Red by Vine Deloria, Jr

Legal and Historical books

1. The Eagle Returns, The legal History of the Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa/Chippewa Indians by Matthew Fletcher
2. *Rites of Conquest, The History and Culture of Michigan’s Native Americans* by Charles E. Cleland


Other books

1. *Masters of Empire, Great Lakes Indians and the Making of America* by Michael A. McDonnell
2. *Native American Testimony* by Peter Nabokov
3. *Ottawa Stories from the Springs* by Howard Weikamigad
5. *Braiding Sweetgrass, Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and the Teachings of Plants* by Robin Wall Kimmerer
6. *Basil Johnson*

---

**Atlas of Great Lakes Indian History**, Helen Tanner: Miklos Pinther, Published for the Newberry Library by the University of Oklahoma Press, copyright 1987.

**The History of Education On The Old Mission Peninsula**, Karen Rieser, Kindle Direct Press, copyright 2019


[https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/middle-ground/5f4044644a763e02cc77f1d90aef865b](https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/middle-ground/5f4044644a763e02cc77f1d90aef865b)

**Agosa-Dougherty Era**


[https://Digital.history.pcusa.org](https://Digital.history.pcusa.org)

Search Peter Dougherty Diary and Letters

**The First Protestant Mission In the Grand Traverse Region**, Ruth Craker, Rivercrest House, MI, 1979
Dedication of the Mission Log Church


Post-Dougherty


100 Years From The Old Mission, A Century in Grand Traverse County, 1839-1939, Al Barnes, Horizon Books, Traverse City, MI, 1939, 2000.

Replica Log Church


The Cherry Land Review - June 29th, 1939, located in the Johnson/Carroll History Room in the Peninsula Community Library.